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“Without grammar ,very little can be conveyed : without    vocabulary nothing 

can be conveyed.” 

                                                                      David A.Wilkins 

                      

ABSTRACT:  When it comes to learning foreign language including English, 

many college students spend hours working by books, doing grammar sporting 

activities  display of their goal language. However, many humans do not recognize that 

working  on vocabulary is simply as vital, if not extra crucial in relation to fulfillment 

in studying a foreign language. In this article, we will take a closer look at the subject 

of vocabulary and discover a number of the motives why it is so critical, and the way 

it is able to assist college students gain their language studying dreams and attain 

fluency faster. 
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INTRODUCTION 

It should be mentioned that, vocabulary is vital due to the fact it is the idea of all 

language. It is the uncooked constructing blocks that we will use to explicit our mind 

and ideas, percentage information, recognize others and develop private relationships. 

Even if we slightly recognize a language and feature draw close of grammar, we will 

nevertheless speak. For example, pointing at a chocolate pastry in a French bakery and 

pronouncing the few phrases ‘ache au chocolat’ with a pleasant smile is simply as 

possibly to bring about a delectable breakfast as uttering a grammatically best sentence. 

It might be first-class to have both, of course, however it’s now no longer essential. If 

you’re now no longer completely satisfied yet, assume about how kids collect language 

.Before they ever try complicated structures, they’ll utter unmarried phrases such as 

‘duck’, ‘ball’ and ‘teddy’ and are normally capable of speak what they want.  Again, 

as with ESL students, their capacity to talk will become lots extra powerful as soon as 

their language capabilities develop. But the factor right here is that they're nevertheless 

capable of talk the use of vocabulary alone. 

A large vocabulary helps develop other language skills  
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When you have got a much broader vocabulary for your goal language it 

additionally facilitates aid all 4 language abilities: studying, writing, listening and 

speaking. As  Poul Notion (2015) referred to in his paper on vocabulary getting to 

know: “Vocabulary is not always an lead to itself. A wealthy vocabulary makes the 

abilties of listening, speaking, studying, and writing simpler to perform.” 

Reading  

Vocabulary information is possibly the maximum vital thing in relation to 

studying comprehension, each for local and non-local speakers. 

For example, in case you take a seat down right all the way down to study a book 

and also you do not realize the vocabulary used, you’ll conflict to recognize the which 

means of the text. You may become searching up the phrases in a dictionary, guessing 

the which means of the phrases from their context, or you would possibly certainly 

surrender and discover some thing else to examine. This may be disappointing, 

disheartening and additionally shatter your confidence.  

This connection among vocabulary length and 2nd language attainment has been 

broadly researched over the years. 

One of the maximum thrilling of those became a 2010 look at that located that a 

stunning 64% of variance within side the analyzing rating turned into because of 

vocabulary length.  

Listening 

We see comparable proof in terms of listening competencies for the language 

student, for apparent reasons. Clearly, when you have in no way visible or heard a 

specific piece of vocabulary in a 2nd language, it will likely be lots tougher to 

understand and decode the sounds and consequently extract the that means.  

If you’re a complicated language learner, you will be capable of make experience 

of the phrase via context or through touching on it to different phrases within side the 

equal phrase family, however this will be difficult.  

As Hilde van Zeeland  factors out in her 2012 paper, Lexical Coverage in L1 and 

L2 Listening Comprehension: The Same or Different from Reading Comprehension? 

’, a student’s vocabulary expertise is not the most effective thing in terms of listening 

abilities however it genuinely performs an crucial role.  

Speaking 

If you are a local speaker, you have likely skilled a time while a specific phrase is 

‘at the tip of your tongue’ however you’re not able to bear in mind it. It may be irritating 

and frequently reduce the verbal exchange short. It works in a comparable manner for 

a 2nd language learner who has not discovered that specific vocabulary phrase within 

side the first place. If they don’t understand (or can not recall) that piece of vocabulary, 

they may be not able to absolutely explicit their message.  
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For this reason, information of vocabulary is extensively taken into consideration 

to be possibly the maximum critical detail in terms of person’s potential to talk  foreign 

language. 

 Writing 

 You will additionally locate it tons simpler to explicit yourself in writing when 

you have a bigger vocabulary. You will have a bigger choice of phrases to pick out 

from and also you will be capable of be greater unique while you’re expressing a 

thought, feeling, occasion or idea.  

Put actually, the extra vocabulary you understand, the less difficult it turns into to 

enhance your language abilties. For starters, this know-how will can help you get right 

of entry to a much broader variety of mastering substances designed for each local and 

non-local speakers. It may even assist you apprehend those phrases from their context, 

clearly increasing your vocabulary and enhancing your language talents with no need 

to spend time searching the phrases up in a dictionary or asking a person for an 

explanation. 

On pinnacle of this, the extra vocabulary phrases you recognize, the extra you will 

be capable of decipher the which means of recent phrases via way of means of breaking 

them down into their morphemes (smaller parts). 

A rich vocabulary is associated with greater academic performance 

Many ESL college students are analyzing English due to the fact they need to wait 

an English-talking university, excel at better stage examine and land a properly-paying 

job. A big vocabulary can assist them do simply that As you have got  visible above, 

an extensive vocabulary is related to an extra overall performance throughout all 

factors of overseas language gaining knowledge of, such as speaking, reading, writing 

and listening. It’s critical to notice that this is applicable to each local audio system and 

2d language college students. This is why we inspire youngsters to examine broadly of 

their local languages- the broader their vocabulary, the more their possibilities to carry 

out nicely academically. This additionally applies to rookies of overseas language. As 

you may see from the above discussion, there's definitely a sturdy hyperlink among a 

person’s knowledge of vocabulary and an individual’s talent with language as an entire, 

whether or not as a local or a language learner. 

This approach that if we need to enhance the general popular of English language 

coaching and create higher getting to know substances for our college students we want 

to awareness intently on vocabulary. Using a vocabulary evaluation device inclusive 

of Text Inspector is one of the best methods to try this because it offers extra perception 

into how common/often used or complicated special vocabulary is, and additionally 

the CEFR degree of these words 
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Conclusion 

Vocabulary is sincerely critical for language studying because it underpins all 

different language skills, may be a stepping stone to excessive degree language use and 

may assist the scholar to gain fluency faster. However, this is not the entire story. There 

are several different elements which affect language capacity which we will be 

addressing in in addition blogs. With this in mind, it is critical for the ESL trainer and 

scholar to devote a sizeable quantity of time to growing this center language talent. 
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